NORMAL SUBGROUPS OF MONOMIAL GROUPS
ALLAN B. GRAY, J R .

1Φ Introduction. Let U be the set consisting of xl9 x29 xZ9
xΛ.
Let H be a fixed group. A monomial substitution of U over H is a
transformation of the form,
y ~\
Khx^ h2xi2, h3xh,
, Kxtjhi e H
where the mapping of the x's is one-to-one. The hj are called the
f actors^of jy.% If.

(

,

X2 ,

then

,

hjchxjh,

By this definition of multiplication the set of all substitutions form a
group Σn(H). Denote by V the set of all substitutions of the form
x1 , x2 , £ 3 , •••, xn
Then V, called the basis group, is a normal subgroup of
permutation is an element of the form

exil9exi2,

---,exίn)

Σn(H).

\i19ί29

where e is the identity of JET. Cyclic representation will also be used
for elements of this type. The set Sn of all such elements is a subgroup of Σn(H).
Furthermore Σn(H) =V{JS,
Vf]S = E where E is
the identity of Σn(H). Any element y of Σn(H) can be written as y =
vs where v e F and S G S . Ore [1] has studied this group for finite U
and some of his results have been extended in [2] and [3].
The normal subgroups of Σn(H) = Σn for U a finite set have been
determined in [1]. The normal subgroups for o(U) — B — ^ξu,u ^ 0,
where o( U) means the number of elements of U, have been determined
for rather general cases in [2] and [3]. The subset ΣΛn(H) = ΣA>n of
elements of the form y — vs with s in the alternating group An is a
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subgroup of Σn. The normal subgroups of ΣΛmn are known for all n
except 3 and 4 [2]. This paper determines the normal subgroups of
ΣAn for n — 3, 4 that are not contained in the basis group, thus filling
a gap in the theory.
2. The normal subgroups of ΣA3 not contained in the basis group
V. We shall consider first the normal subgroups M that contain pure
permutations.
1. Let M be normal in ΣA>3, A3 c M. Then N = M Π V
is a normal subgroup of ΣAtd. The subgroup M = N U A3. There exists
a normal subgroup Sλ of H such that H/S1 is Abelian and such that N
consists of all elements v = [hlf h2, h3] for which hjι2h3 e Si.
THEOREM

Proof. The intersection of two normal subgroups is again normal
so N is normal in ΣΛt3.
Clearly M D (N U A3). Let y = vs be arbitrary in M. Then ys'1 =
v belongs to I f l V = N so Mc (N U A3).
Let v = [hlf h2, h3] be arbitrary in N. Form ?/ = v(l, 2, 3), which is
in M. All of the elements yx — vxyv^, where vΎ is arbitrary in V are
in M by M normal in ΣAΛ. For a proper choice of vx, yλ = [hjι2h3, e, e]
(1, 2, 3). Therefore JV contains [hjiji^ e, e\. Now consider the set Nλ{j N
of all elements of the form [h, e, e]. This is a normal subgroup of N.
The elements of H that occur as the first factors of multiplications of
Nx form a normal subgroup Si of H. We have established that if v e N
the product of the factors is in S l β If klf k2, k3 are any elements of H
satisfying kjc2k3 — k where k is in S1 then [k, e, e] is in N. Furthermore
[fc, e, e] (1, 2, 3) is in M and by a proper conjugation with a multiplication
[&!, k2f fc3] (1, 2, 3) is in M. Hence [klf k29 k3] is in N.
Since [rl9 r 2 , r^Vf1] is in N for arbitrary r x , r 2 of fl", its inverse
[rr\ ri"1, r^a] is also in N. Therefore rΐ1r21r1r2 is in Si. This shows
rxr2 = r 2 ri mod S x and HISX is Abelian.

1.

THEOREM 2. Let N be as described in the last sentence of Theorem
Then N U A3 = M is normal in ΣAι3.

Proof.
in

Ore [1, p. 37] has shown M is normal in Σ3 so it is normal

ΣAt3.

We shall now describe those normal subgrous which do not contain
a pure permutation.
THEOREM 3. Let Sx c S2 be normal subgroups of H satisfying the
conditions HISX is Abelian and S2IS1 is isomorphic, by Θ say, to Az.
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Let M consist of the sets T{ = {vs/s = (1, 2, 3)*}, i = 0 or 1 or 2, where
the factors of substitutions of T{ run through H subject to the conditions
that their product, k say, is in S2 and the coset kSλ maps onto (1, 2, 3)\
Then M is a normal subgroup of ΣA<Z. Conversely if M $ V and A3 0 M,
then M has the above form.
Proof. We shall establish first that M is a group. Let yx =
\hu h2, h3\s1 and y2 = [kl9 k2y kd]s2 be arbitrary elements in M. We know
then that hJi^Sφ — s1 and kJcJCsSβ = s2. Consider the product y1y2 =
[hjcil9 h2ki2, hJCi^SiSz. Since H/S2 is Abelian and θ is an isomorphism
hjcφjcφjciββ
— hJiihJcJcJCsSβ = hjι2hφkjt2kφ = sλs2. This shows that
if Vύ/2 belongs to T{ then the coset of the product of the factors maps
onto (1, 2, 3)\ We show now that when yλ as above is in M that its
inverse is also in M. The inverse of yλ is yϊ1 = [h^1, h^1, h^lsϊ1. We
must show h^h^hj* belongs to S2 and h^hj^hj^Sβ = sr 1 . The first of
these follows from hjι2h3 in S2 and H/S2 Abelian. The second follows
from the observation that h^h^h^Sβ
= SΪ1 and H/Si is Abelian.
It remains to show that M is normal in ΣA<3. Let yλ — [hlf h2i h^sλ
and yz = [gu g2j g^s be arbitrary elements of M and ΣAι3 respectively.
We must show that the product
VsViVs1 = [gihiβj*, g&φl,

gzhhg^\ssλs-Ύ = vsλ

is in M. The product of the factors is in S2 since H/S2 is Abelian and
hjijiz is in S2. Finally

We now give the proof of the converse. Two elements vs and v1sι
of M are defined to be equivalent if s = slβ This is an equivalence
relation and induces the partition To = {vsjs = E}, Tλ = {vs\s = (1, 2, 3)},
T2 = {vs\s = (1, 3, 2)} on M. We note that one of the sets Tx or T2 is
nonempty since M $ V. In fact, since at least one of them is not
empty, they are each nonempty.
If an arbitrary element y = vs = [hlf h2, h3] (1, 2, 3) of 2\ is conjugated by [h3, h^1, e] the resulting elements [hji^, e, e] (1, 2, 3) is also
in Tλ. Since s^s^1 = S^S^S^SΪ1
= vxs is in M for all Sx of A% we can
show that [hjι2hz, e, e](l, 2, 3) and [h2hshu e, β](l, 2, 3) also belong to Tx.
When Vl = [α, e, e](l, 2, 3) is in Tλ then (1, 2, 3 M 1 , 3, 2) = [e, e, α](l, 2, 3)
and (1, 3, 2)^(1, 2, 3) = [e, α, e](l, 2, 3) are also in Tλ.
Similarly it can be shown that T2 contains elements of the form
[6, e, e,](l,,3, 2) and with every such element [β, 6, β](l, 3, 2), [β, β, 6](1, 3, 2).
In particular [h2hjι3, e, e](l, 3, 2) is in T2 where [hl9 hu h3](l, 3, 2) is arbitrary in T2. When [α, e, e] is in Γo, then [e, a, e] and [β, ef a] are also
in To.
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Now denote by R the set of elements of the form [a, e, e]s. Let
S2 be the set of elements of H that occur as first factors of elements
of R. We shall show that S2 is a normal subgroup of H. Choose arbitrary elements m1 = [alf e, e\sλ and m2 — [α2, e, e]s2 of R. If s1 = E then
m1m2 = [αxα2, e, e]s2 is again in R and axa2 belongs to S2. If s± = (1, 2, 3)
we work with m3 — [ef a2, e]s2 and form mλmz = [αxα2, e, e](l, 2, 3)s2. Again
we have shown axa2e S2. Finally if sx = (1, 3, 2) we let m 4 = [e, e, α2]s2
and consider m-jn^ = [αxα2, e, e](l, 3, 2)s2. In any case we see that S2 is
closed.
When m1eR then mr 1 which is [αr\ e, e], [e, αf\ e]sf\ or
[e, e, CLΪ^SΪ also belongs to M. By the earlier argument we see that R
must contain [aϊ1, e, φ Γ 1 . This shows aΐ1 e S2. Let ae S2 and he H.
Then, by the definition of ΣAΛ and S2, [α, β, β]s € M and [hy h, h] e ΣAΛ.
1

Now since M is normal in ΣAt3, [h, h, h][a, e, e\s[h~xy h~x, h'1] = [hah"1, e, e]s e

M.

Therefore, hah'1 is in S2. We have just shown S2 is normal in H.

Substitutions in R f] V = Nx are of the form [a,e,e].
The first
factors form a subgroup, Su of H. That Si is normal in H follows
from M normal in ΣAtZ. By the definition of the two groups Si is a
subgroup of S2.
To show that HjSi is Abelian we let hlf h2 be arbitrary elements
of H and show hjijiΐ1^1
is in Si. Choose an element [bu b2, 63](1, 2, 3)
from 2\ and conjugate it by each of the three elements [e, hjifiύ hfij)^,
[e> bu δΛ], and [e, h^h^b^ h^bjb^
The resulting elements, which must
be in M, are y1 = [ΛΓ ^" , K h&^b^l, 2, 3), ya = [β, β, fc^Ml, 2, 3), and
y3 = [fe^, /&2-\ ΛΓ^xδAKl, 2, 3). The product y, = y2yr* = [ΛA, Λi"1, ^Γ1] is
also in M. Now form y6 = y2y^ = [fer^r1, Λ2, fej. Finally consider 2/4^/5 =
[hjiji^kr1, e, e] which is in M. Therefore, hjiji^kr1 is in Sλ. In addition
this also establishes that H/S2 is Abelian. Earlier we had [h2hjιz, e, e]
(1, 3, 2) in T2. By JSΓ/S2 Abelian hJiA e S2 also.
1

1

We now define a mapping from S 2 onto Az as follows. For an element α of S 2 which occurs as a first factor of a substitution y = [α, e, e]s
we let α^ = s. Certainly by this definition every element of S 2 will be
mapped. If any element of S 2 is assumed to be mapped onto two different elements of Az a computation, using the properties already stated
for R and M, will show that M contains a pure permutation contrary
to the case we are currently investigating. For example, suppose aθ =
(1, 2, 3) and aθ = (1, 3, 2). Then Vl - [α, e, e](l, 3, 2), y2 - [α, e, β](l, 2, 3),
2/Γ1 = [β, β, α-'Kl, 2, 3), and 2/3 = [e, a~\ β](l, 2, 3) all belong to M. So
[a, e, e](l, 2, 3)[e, α-V|(l, 2, 3) = (1, 3, 2) belongs to Λf. This mapping
also preserves multiplication. For let aβ = sl9 a2θ = s2. This means
that R contains the elements [alf e, e]slf [a2, e, e]s2. But M also contains
vs2 where v has two factors of e and α2 a factor in the position that s2
sends #! into. Therefore, [αxα2, e, e]SiS2 belongs to R and α^tf = s ^ =
aφaφ.
The definition of the mapping makes it clear that the kernel
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of the homomorphism is precisely Sλ. Therefore, Sa/Si ~ A8.
It has already been pointed out that if y = vs is an element of 2\
or T2 then the product of the factors hjιjι3 of v is in S2. If [alf a2, α3]
is in M Π V then since yδ — [h^hϊ1, h2, h^ is also in M for arbitrary hl9
h2 of H it follows that [al9 a2, α3][α2α3, a2x, a^1] — [a^a^ e, e] is in M.
This shows that the product of factors of elements in To is in Si. Now
let us assume that bu b2, &3 are elements of H whose product is in S 2 .
Then (bjbjb3)θ = (1, 2, 3)* for i = 0, or 1, or 2. We will show that there
is an element y = vs of ϊ\ whose factors are blf b2, and 63. In the case
where i — 0 we know that M contains an element [bJ>JbB, β, β]
The
1
1
1
1 1
element y± = [ΛΆ, ^Γ , ^Γ ] and its inverse yr = [hϊ ^ , h2, h^ are also
in M for all fex, h2 of ί ί so choose h2 = b2J hx — 63. Then the product
[&162δ3, e, e][b^%\ b2, δ3] = [blf 62, 63] is in M.
When i = 1 we have
[bjbjbs, β, e](l, 2, 3) in M and by choosing h2 — δ^^i"1, Λi = b2 and computing
[&i»A, β, e](l9 2, 3)[δ3, ft^Γ1, 6J = IK K 68](1, 2, 3). Finally if i - 2 we
have [&1&2&3, e, e](l, 3, 2) in M and by choosing A2 = &8, Ax = δί" 1 ^ 1 and
computing we have [6lf 6a, 68](1, 3, 2) in Γ2.
3, The normal subgroups of ΣAΛ not contained in the basis group V.
All proofs in this section except for the proof of Lemma 1 are similar
to the corresponding proofs for ΣAΛ so will be omitted.
1. Let M be normal in ΣAΛf Mς£ V.
Then the Klein group is contained in M.

LEMMA

Proof. We will first show that M contains elements of the form
y — vs where s Φ E is in the Klein group. Hereafter K will mean the
Klein group.
There is at least one element in M of the form y = vs s Φ E, se A4.
If 8 is not in K then s is a three cycle, and we assume without loss
of generality that s = (1, 3, 4). If y is conjugated by (1, 4)(2, 3) the
resulting element yx = ^ ( 1 , 4, 2) and its inverse are also in M. Therefore, yyϊ1 — v2(\, 3)(2, 4) is in M. We have just shown that M has an
element of the form y — vs where s is in K and s Φ E. We assume
without loss of generality that s = (1, 2)(3, 4) and v = [alt a2, α8, α j . Form
the elements
Vi = vβvz1 = [e, a2\ e, a3][aly a2, α3, αj(l, 2)(3, 4)[e, α 2 β, α,"1]
= [a,a2f e, e, α 8 αj(l, 2)(3, 4) and ya = a/βl/3/Γ1
- [e, α,"1, ar 1 , e](l, 3, 4)[αlf α2, α3, αj(l, 2)(3, 4)[e, a2, e, αj(l, 4, 3)
= [α3α4, e, e, au αj(l, 3)(2, 4).
Since ikf is normal in ΣAM

yλ and i/a are in M.

x

Therefore yλy2 —
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(1, 4)(2, 3) is in M. This shows S = M Π A4 Φ E. But M is normal in
ΣAΛ so S is normal in AA. This means S is K or A4.
We shall now describe the normal subgroups N which is the intersection of M and the basis group V.
THEOREM 1. Let M be normal in ΣAΛ, M ς£ V, A4 c M. Then N —
M Π V is a normal subgroup of ΣAA, M = N U A4. There exists a
normal subgroup Sx of H such that H/Sι is Abelian and such that N
consists of all elements v — [hl9 h2, hz, h4] for which hjijiji^ e Sλ.
THEOREM 2. Let N be as described in the last sentence of Theorem
Then N U A± — M is normal in ΣΛA,
We shall now describe those normal subgroups which contain no
elements of the form y — vs where s is a three cycle.

1.

THEOREM 3.
Let M be normal in ΣAΛ, M ς£ V, M contains no
elements of the form y = vs where s is a three cycle, I n V — N.
Then M — N U K. Furthermore
if Nλ is as described in the last
sentence of Theorem 1 then Nλ U K is normal in ΣAΛ.
We shall now describe those normal subgroups which contain elements of the form y — vs, where s is a three cycle, but which do not
contain a pure three cycle.
THEOREM 4. Let Sλ c S2 be normal subgroups of H satisfying
the
conditions HfSx is Abelian and SJSx is isomorphic to Az. Let M consist of the sets

T< - {vs/s = (1, 2, 3)'< mod K) ,

i = 0 , 1 , 2,

where the factors of substitutions of Ti run through H subject to the
condition that their product, k say, is in S2 and kSi maps onto (1, 2, 3)\
Then M is a normal subgroup of ΣAΛ.
Conversely, if M is normal
subgroup of ΣAΛ such that M φ V and A±<f. M, M contains elements
of the form y — vs where s is a three cycle, then M has the above form.
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